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In today’s fast-paced business environment, swift communication and faster

response have become a new normal. The customers want to connect with

businesses at a much faster pace and most importantly on their terms. The

research suggests that real-time communication with the customers can

drive 3x to 5x more conversions than any other method and deliver up to

6000% ROI. Modern customers prefer to do business with those firms that

provide real-time support and customer service, and there is enough data to

prove it. According to a survey, conducted by Siegel+Gale on over 15,000

consumers across 9 countries, reveals that offering simple communication

with a seamless experience to the customers has a profound impact on the

stock performance of the firm and in buildings a loyal customer base.

Research conducted by ATG (Oracle) in Global Consumer Trends found that

90% of customers stated that the “Live Chat” button gives them confidence

that they can get help if they need it.

A Facebook-commissioned study by Nielsen found that 56% of people

surveyed preferred to message a business than call customer service, and

67% expect to message businesses even more over the next two years. The

implementation of technology such as Chatbots, and virtual assistants, has

also played a pivotal role in making communication more personalized and

bringing more human touch to it.

Being a top property management firm in the UAE with over 15+ years of

industry experience, Kaizen AMS understands the wonders technology can

bring in elevating resident’s experience and in bringing the human touch to

communication.

Background

In 2020, Kaizen AMS - (the first tech-enabled property management firm)

reported a surge in the number of queries from tenants related to move-

in/move-out, maintenance, access card, and work permits. The major

reason behind this substantial surge in the number of queries is the lockdown

exercised by the government to curb the spread of Covid-19, due to which

the majority of tenants were giving more attention to their homes. In order to

maintain our response time of 8 hours and offer residents a convenient

channel to communicate under the lockdown phase when management

offices were closed, Kaizen AMS leveraged unconventional technology

solutions to ensure residents’ experience and our personalized approach is

not compromised.

Challenge

https://www.comm100.com/customers/xylemanalytics/
https://hbr.org/2021/05/4-strategies-to-simplify-the-customer-journey
https://www.siegelgale.com/
https://www.sellersmile.com/live-chat-the-race-to-a-resolution/
https://techcrunch.com/2017/09/01/what-messaging-means-for-the-future-of-customer-care/


1. To migrate 60% of the tenant service requests to the WhatsApp channel

to provide faster resolution to tenants queries related to billing, invoicing,

& maintenance

2. To reduce the time taken in resolving the queries related to move-

in/move-out, access card, maintenance, etc. by 50% to cater to ensure

the residents get instant service amid the lockdown phase.

3. To reduce the wait time involved in calling Kaizen AMS’ maintenance

team

4. Offering live chat to bring personalization and human touch to our

communication with the residents.
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Objective

The primary objective of this engagement was

Resident’s and owner’s satisfaction has always been the top agenda for

Kaizen AMS. Continuous focus on technology, resident’s satisfaction,

innovation, sustainability, and implementing the best industry practices is the

prime reason Kaizen AMS has been a proud winner of almost every

prestigious industry award. The glimpse of these awards includes - Gulf Real

Estate Awards, ‘Best Owners Association Management Initiative’ & ‘Best

Media and Communications’ -2019, and Smart Built Environment Awards -

2021 for Customer Happiness, Adoption of Tech Award - Property, and

Community Management Company of the Year.

Our Community Managers as well as the maintenance team are well-known

for providing faster resolution to the issues of the tenants. The attribute that

distinguishes Kaizen AMS from the rest of the property management firms is

that every team and department is well-connected with each other through

unconventional technology & tools developed in-house such as -

dashboards, applications, and WhatsApp chatbots. This makes it much

easier for every team at Kaizen AMS to coordinate and resolve tenant’s

issues, queries, and grievances despite all odds such as - lockdown exercised

by the Dubai govt. to curb the spread of Covid-19.

Solution

https://www.kaizenams.com/
https://www.cbnme.com/news/dubai-land-department-announces-winners-of-gulf-real-estate-awards-2018/
https://dubailand.gov.ae/en/news-media/press-release-dubai-land-department-announces-winners-of-gulf-real-estate-awards-2018/#/
https://www.dubaicityguide.com/site/news/news-details/News-Archive/68637/dubai-land-department-announces-winners-of-gulf-real-estate-awards-2018
https://www.sbefa.com/forum


1. WhatsApp Chat Feature: According to the eDigital Customer Service

Benchmark survey, live chat has the highest customer satisfaction levels

at 73%, as compared to 61% for email support, 48% for social media, and

only 44% for traditional phone support. Kaizen AMS understands the value

Live chat can bring to communication and in elevating the resident’s

experience. Thus, our team of experienced technocrats developed an

innovative and intuitive WhatsApp Chat feature to provide 24x7 live

support to the residents at all our 100+ managed communities. The

research by Nielsen suggests that 56% of people prefer to contact

service teams via. messaging rather than over the phone. The

implementation of the WhatsApp chat feature allowed the Kaizen

maintenance and service team to provide a 99.4% resolution rate to over

28,000 queries received. Furthermore, the WhatsApp Chat solution also

minimized the waiting time to 10-15 seconds from almost 5-8 minutes

earlier as tenants started getting faster solutions to their queries related to

statements of accounts, proof of payments, service charge receipts,

service charge collection, maintenance request, etc. on WhatsApp Chat

channel.

2. Kaizen Online Form Feature: Kaizen’s ‘Online Form’ feature (also

accessible through WhatsApp) has played a great role in facilitating

tenants in raising the request for access cards, move-in/move-out, work

permit, and barrier remote without visiting the site offices. The online form

feature has been crucial in ensuring social distancing at the time of the

Covid-19 pandemic.

3. Intuitive Dashboards to Provide Better Visibility to the Leadership for

Strategic Planning: Dashboard also played a great role in providing 100%

visibility on service provider management, energy management, site

monitoring, OPEX management, tenant management & retention, and

budget & financial management. This allowed Kaizen’s leadership in

better strategic planning and enhancing the resident’s experience. Our

real-time dashboards feature facilitated Kaizen’s leadership in monitoring

the performance of each employee and establishing coordination

among all the teams for faster resolution of resident issues.

The key highlights of the Comprehensive solution offered by
Kaizen AMS include
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https://www.business2community.com/customer-experience/one-best-customer-service-channels-may-using-0706782
https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=971588775566&text=&source=&data=&app_absent=
https://quiq.com/blog/7-reasons-why-customers-want-to-text-you/
https://www.kaizenams.com/forms/


1. Faster Document Verification: Kaizen’s technological systems are also

equipped with advanced AI & Machine Learning (AI & ML) algorithms

and techniques to collect and verify critical documents. This allowed the

Kaizen’s team to perform swift verification of the documents (such as -

passport, visa, and other identification proofs) of the residents resulting in

faster possession of the property for the homeowners and quick move-in

of the tenants. Reduction in time in move-in and possession of the unit led

to an increase in the overall resident’s satisfaction.

2. Chatbots: Implementing AI-powered Chatbots to ensure immediate

response to the residents followed by a phone call from the Resident’s

Experience Team addressing the issue and capturing key details to bring

personalization and human touch to the conversation.
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5.

4.

Kaizen AMS’ innovative and intuitive technology solution which comprised of

WhatsApp Chat Platform, Online Forms, Dashboards, and AI-powered

e-verification of the documents have worked wonders in improving tenant

experience and boosting the efficiency of our teams by assisting them in

swiftly answering and resolving the queries for the tenants. The

implementation of the WhatsApp Chat option has also minimized the hassles

for the tenants in waiting in queues and in getting a swift resolution to their

queries.

Impact

1. Faster Resolution of Resident’s Queries: WhatsApp allowed the Kaizen

AMS team in migrating over 70% of the total queries from the residents

over the platform and providing them real-time solutions to their

requests. Out of 886 service requests received related to move-in/out,

access card, work permits, etc. 691 service requests were resolved over

the WhatsApp platform in less than 15 minutes. This has minimized the

overall service request resolution time by 65% and resulted in the faster

resolution of resident’s queries.

Here are a few highlights of the Impact our unconventional
solution had on the community and residents:



1. Increase in Tenant Satisfaction: The faster resolution of queries and the
reduction in wait time had a profound impact on the tenant
satisfaction score. Post-implementation of the WhatsApp chat option,
the tenant satisfaction score (measured through NPS) increased from
78% to 92%.

2. Swift Move-ins: The implementation of the online forms feature and AI-
powered document verification has resulted in swift background checks
of the residents. This led to faster move-in of the tenants and quick
possession of the property for the homeowners at Kaizen AMS’
managed properties. The overall time spend in getting possession of a
unit was reduced by over 30% using online forms and e-verification.

3. Personalized Conversation Approach Minimized the Tenant Turnover
Rate: Deploying the chatbots and live-conservation option followed by

a call from the member from the Experience team was instrumental in
bringing more personalization and human touch to our communication
with the residents. It also gave residents assurance that the Kaizen team
is just a click away from them whenever they need despite the
lockdown phase and other external odds. Focus on bringing
personalization and human touch to our dealings with the resident’s
issues allowed us to minimize the tenant turnover rate.

1. Reduction in Wait Time to 13 Seconds From 3 Minutes: The faster
resolution of over 70% of queries over the WhatsApp chat also
minimized the call flow or the number of calls received by the Kaizen
AMS’ experience team from the residents pertaining to service or
maintenance-related issues by 40-45%. This has resulted in a substantial
decline in the overall wait time to 13 seconds from 3 minutes earlier and
hold time being reduced to merely 5 seconds from 65 seconds earlier.
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5.

4.

3.

2.

Leveraging our unconventional technology like WhatsApp chat, Online

forms, Chatbots and e-verification feature, we were highly successful in

providing a faster solution to the residents and ensuring they always remain

delighted. This comprehensive solution has helped me a lot in managing the

community more effectively and bring more personalization to our

approach of dealing with the residents. Using Kaizen AMS’ tech. platforms,

our team has improved the tenant satisfaction, Occupancy rate, minimized

tenant turnover, and ensured swift move-ins to our residential community.

“

According to the Community Manager

“


